



























































































































Before I came to France, I cherished, you know, an opinion, that strong virtues 
might exist with the polished manners produced by the progress of civilization 
. . . But now, the perspective of the golden age, fading before the attentive eye 
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To render women truly useful members of society, I argue that they should 
be led, by having their undertakings cultivated on a large scale, to acquire a 
rational affection for their country, founded on knowledge . . . And to render 
this general knowledge of due importance, I have endeavoured to shew that 
private duties are never properly fulfilled unless the understanding enlarges 














??????5: 10; 5: 73??????????????????????
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Dissimulation imperceptibly slides into falshood [sic], and Mazarin, 
dissimulation personified, paved the way for the imposing pomp and false 
grandeur of the reign of the haughty and inflated Louis 14th; which, by 
introducing a taste for majestic frivolity, accelerated the perfection of that 
species of civilization, which consists in the refining of the senses at the 
expence of the heart; the source of all real dignity, honour, virtue, and every 




















And if they [deep thinkers] find, that the current opinion, in overturning 
inveterate prejudices, and the decayed walls of laws, that no longer suit the 
manners, threatens the destruction of principles the most sacred; they ought 
firmly to wait at their post, until, the fervour abating, they could, by diverting 
the stream, gradually restrain it within proper bounds. – But such patriotism 
is of a slow growth; requiring both a luxuriant public soil, and to be fostered 
by virtuous emulation.?6: 143?
?????????????????????Letters Written during a 
Short Residence in Sweden, Norway and Denmark, 1796?????????
??????????
An ardent affection for the human race makes enthusiastic characters eager to 
produce alteration in laws and governments prematurely. To render them 
useful and permanent, they must be the growth of each particular soil, and the 
gradual fruit of the ripening understanding of the nation, matured by time, not 
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